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Eva Pierrakos pathwork org
Eva Pierrakos. Eva was born in 1915 in Vienna, the daughter of the well-known Austrian novelist Jakob
Wasserman. Driven by a private curiosity and a desire for deeper understanding of her world, Eva began to
develop the gift of accessing an inner voice, at first through automatic writing and later by speaking in a trance
state.
http://greatergood.tv/Eva-Pierrakos-pathwork-org.pdf
The Lectures pathwork org
The lectures given by Eva Pierrakos from 1957 until her death in 1979 are the heart of the Pathwork . They are
an astonishing roadmap to self-responsibility, self-knowledge, and true self-acceptance. They point the way to
genuine love of self, others, and the Divine.
http://greatergood.tv/The-Lectures-pathwork-org.pdf
Mapa Astrol gico Eva Pierrakos Mapa do C u Astrologia
Eva Broch Pierrakos foi uma m dium austr aca, radicada nos Estados Unidos, que teria canalizado os
ensinamentos de uma entidade espiritual que, posteriormente, foram compilados na obra The Pathwork Guide
Lectures e constituem os fundamentos do caminho espiritual conhecido como pathwork.
http://greatergood.tv/Mapa-Astrol--gico-Eva-Pierrakos-Mapa-do-C--u-Astrologia.pdf
Chronogram February 2008 by Chronogram Issuu
88 INNER VISION: THE PATHWORK Lorrie Klosterman tells the story of a body of spiritual/psychological
guidance that emerged from the Catskills in the 1970s, led by channel Eva Pierrakos.
http://greatergood.tv/Chronogram-February-2008-by-Chronogram-Issuu.pdf
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